
FLOOR COVERING VISUALIZER
GUIDED TOUR
Explore this interactive tour or jump to a specific topic by using 
the bookmarks.

           CLICK HERE

Instructions and information will  
appear in these bubbles.



Let’s start from the search results within 
our product catalog...
Begin by selecting a collection that  
interests you. 

Select the collection
ARCTIC SURVEY



This expands the view, allowing you to  
see all designs and colors within this  
collection.

Select the first color to start the  
visualization process



With the perfect color selected, 
click Visualize Now to see it in a 
room setting.



The visualizer is launched with your  
selection in a room scene.

Let’s explore the top menu first.
To see information about the products  
installed - click PRODUCT DETAILS



In addition to the details about what is installed, you can order 
product samples or go to the complete product details.

Clicking SAVE COMBINATION adds the installed product(s) 
along with all sections that you have made for your room to your 
Favorites.



Your Favorite was added.

Let’s open the FAVORITES menu and see...



You can manage your favorites from this screen.
Removing all or saving new combinations.

These favorites can be used later in split screen mode.

Let’s select a new room by going to GALLERY



The rooms in the GALLERY are organized by end use space types.
Additional rooms will be coming soon.

Select SOCIALIZE to change categories .



The room changes to the new selection with the selected flooring 
in place.

Let’s change the color of the walls..
Click the COLOR SWATCH  to bring up the recolor dialog box.



The color pallete allows you to recolor walls, furnishings and  
accent elements within the room.

To recolor the wall, Click the COLOR SWATCH.



Nice.

Let’s work with the flooring products.
Click the CARPET SWATCH to begin



Let’s change collections and use Color Field

Click the COLLECTION drop down to see other  
collections. Clicking the DESIGN drop down will 
show you the designs within a selected collection.



Now, select COLOR FIELD



Notice that the carpet has not changed.
It will as soon as you make a selection.

To page through the colors, use the small squares 
(page icons) to the bottom right. 

Click on the third page icon to jump to page 3.



Great.

Now select COL172-134-12 to install



Let’s go to FAVORITES and add this room. 

Notice the selected carpet and installation method is 
highlighted by blue.



We can manage our favorites in this dialog.

Click the X to remove the first favorite we added.



Great.

Now add this room to your Favorites.



Let’s change the floor again.

Click on the CARPET SWATCH.



This product is installed in the ashlar method.
We can see some installation methods on the  
bottom left.  
 
To see more, click the MORE button just to the right.



Here you can change the installation method and  
add one or two accent colors.

Let’s change the method to Herringbone with one 
color accent by selecting Herringbone + one accent.



Let’s change the color of the accent.

This can be done by clicking the CARPET 2 tab or 
clicking the carpet SWATCH



By default, the first color was selected as an accent.
See more colors by using the page icons.

Click the third from the left page icon.



Choose COL172.

Using the color reference system, the common color 
of 172 matches the COL172-134-12 that we  
selected earlier.



Selecting the new accent color places it into the room 
and highlights the selection in the color palette.

Let’s use the INSTALLATION ANGLE dialog to 
change the angle of this installation within the room. 
Click on 45°



Now add it to your favorites.



Save this combination



Perfect.
Let’s compare these combinations side by side using 
the SPLIT SCREEN view



Notice the two saved rooms are in the preview  
window to the right.

Load the Ashlar installation with one color into the 
right side of the display.



You can load any saved combination for this room 
into either the left or right side of the screen and drag 
the “handle” back and forth.

Note that the left side is the “active side” allowing 
you to order samples, zoom, print, etc.

Let’s explorer the bottom buttons
Click ZOOM



The box within the zoom preview can be dragged to 
any location on the image to see the details.

To close this view click on EXIT ZOOM button or the      
          icon



SAVE THIS ROOM 
You can use the JPEG file for a presentation or to  
illustrate a design idea. 
The file will be placed in your downloads folder.

NEXT



FULL SCREEN VIEW  
This is only available when your display allows.
It makes the application fill the screen,
the esc key takes you out of this mode.

NEXT



SHARE THIS ROOM
You can copy a link to your room and share via DM, 
email or any other means you wish.

NEXT



ENJOY
Have fun with it!

START OVER
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